Hello everyone - welcome to Online PD

Please tell us a little about yourself in text chat – also tell us if you are new to Elluminate & would like a “walk” through on some of the tools.

Ning? Blog? Wiki?

Which do you/should you use with students?

Some key features of Nings, Blogs & Wikis

Where are you coming from?

Sharing experience and ideas
Some key features

Ning
Community
Individual pages within
Integrated forum & blog
Topic focus
Hyperlinked
Project/purpose based
Revision history
Many-authors
Collaboration
Wiki

Blog
Individual
One-author
Share own knowledge
Easy create/update
Chronological
Reflect
Explore ideas
Feedback (commenting)

SHARE
Where are you coming from?
Do you already use Nings, Blogs or Wikis with your students?

Select the relevant letter from below the list of names

A – Ning
B – Blog
C – Wiki
D – More than one of these
E – None of these
Sharing

Ning? Blog? Wiki?

How do you currently use:

Ning
Blog
Wiki

with your students?
If you already use them how/what for – in 10 words!
I use Nings to connect with other educators.
   Student e-portfolios and all class information
   I am a using ning classroom 2

If you think you might use them how/what for – in 10 words!
teach teachers to use with classes on topics
   I am using a wiki to put all classstuff and for eportfolios.
   Also have several departments using wikis to share resources
Blog

Ning? Blog? Wiki?

If you already use them how/what for - in 10 words!
I use it to update parents about classroom events and pictures and videos,
student writing
Adult migrant class for keeping tabs on weekly class activity
middle school students - reflection, own info
classroom and teaching reflection
challenge around the world with comments and posts

If you think you might use them how/what for - in 10 words!
tools for teachers to use - basic info on tools

Online portfolios, student writing,
Wiki

Ning? Blog? Wiki?

If you already use them how/what for – in 10 words!
   I am using a wiki to put all claastuff and for eportfolios.
   Also have several departments using wikis to share resources 
   kids to collaborate
so will be doing Flat Classroom this year. Will use wikis to collaborate with classes around the world
   Collaborating with other teachers and using for info storage

If you think you might use them how/what for – in 10 words!
   perhaps for a portfolio of sorts
   Teaching other teachers about web2 tools
Where are you now?

Has the session helped you with ideas about using Nings, Blogs and Wikis with your students?

Select the green checkmark (tick) or the red cross from below the list of names:

YES  ✓

NO  ✗
Feedback

Was the pace of the session?

A  Too slow
B  Just right
C  Too fast
Feedback

Was the session (content and activities)?

A  Interesting
B  OK
C  Boring
Feedback

How was the presentation structure?

A  Just right – it worked well
B  OK
C  Not very good
small group - everyone gets chance to talk

I quite like instrucion on a new web 2 tool, like ning, work it out
I liked this topic and was glad to be part of the group.

nice mix of people

Positive is it was a nice size group.

Love the international feel

Could we have a session on using Flip cameras? digital photos?
Any Questions?

Email: johartoz@gmail.com
Twitter: JoHart
Web: http://johart1.edublogs.org